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Content 

 Learning 

Outcome 

-Examine and discuss various planning strategies and use them in writing. 

 

Use your notes and knowledge of Mass Media to answer the questions that follow.  

  

1. List one difference between a magazine and a newspaper.   

_______________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

  

              

2. List one similarity between a magazine and a newspaper.  

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

   

 

3. Which of the two mediums of communication would you use to get daily updates 

on the weather in times of disaster?   

________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________  

LANGUAGE        

 Circle the letter of the best answer.  

 

1. “I was sleeping when the house caught fire,” said Taniela.  

In reported speech, this becomes: Taniela said that he   

 

A. slept when the house caught fire.   

B. had slept when the house caught fire.  

C. was sleeping when the house caught fire.  

D. had been sleeping when the house caught fire.  
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2. The injury that Elijah developed during the attack was  

extremely serious.    

 

 Identify an example of an adverb used in the above sentence.  

 

A. injury  

B. attack  

C. extremely  

D. developed  

 

3. The aftermath of Tropical Cyclone Winston resulted in  

________ sheepand ________ meat production on Makogai Island.  

 

 

A. fewer and less  

B. less and a few   

C. little and less  

D. fewer and little  

 

 

4. Jacob has never seen a Mel Gibson movie.   

 The tense of the above sentence is  

 

A. past perfect tense.  

B. future perfect tense.  

C. present perfect tense.  

D. present continuous tense.    

 

5. Research conducted on secondary school teenage girls shows that  

almost30% of them believe ________claims in horoscopes to be  

true. 

Choose the correct form of the word astrology to complete the above  

Sentence. 

A. astrologer  

B. astrologist  

C. astrological  

D. astrologically  
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